Neo

The Neo Collection from Omvivo has a new addition, once
again combining function with contemporary uncomplicated
design.
Due to the success of the Neo Collection, it became apparent that the market
place was in need of a basin that offered additional functionality with a deeper
bowl and could work in with the needs and desires of today's lifestyle, in particular
apartment style living. The result is the Neo 700 12 Litre basin.
When designing the Neo Collection, the intention was to create a bathroom range
with uncomplicated and effortless style. The Neo Collection offers sophisticated
yet reserved form that perfectly represents the modern environment.
Like the rest of the five basins within the range, the Neo 700 12 Litre is ideal as a
statement piece, or simply an attractive and practical choice for the bathroom.
Specifically designed for modern living, the 12 Litre basin is perfectly suited for
apartments, homes with limited space or combined bathrooms and laundries, the
generously deep bowl can be used as a laundry trough or a more functional basin
for the family.
While the basin can be wall mounted on its own, the superior and practical
corresponding furniture completes the range for those who require storage.
Available in a range of finishes, the deep soft-close drawers are partnered with
internal adjustable shelves allowing great flexibility and convenience.
The Neo 700 12 Litre basin is created from pure acrylic solid surface, a stylish
and durable finish that allows the clean sharp modern form highly sort after in
contemporary environments. The perfect proportions accentuate the simple
round bowl and the overall sharpness of the geometric basin. The velvety matt
surface is non porous, repairable and very easy to clean, making Neo the ideal
choice for both residential and commercial bathrooms.
Neo 700 12 Litre was officially launched in November 2017. In Australia Neo is
available exclusively through Reece Bathrooms Showrooms, and internationally
through Omvivo’s distribution partners. Please contact Omvivo for further details.
Neo basin materials: Solid surface in White.
Neo furniture materials: Available in Satin White, Maison Oak and Black
Wenge high quality thermofoil.

For further information on the Neo 700 12 Litre basin or high resolution
images please contact Amanda Robinson on +61 3 9339 8130 or via email,
arobinson@omvivo.com
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